Assignment 2

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.

As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1) Kathleen Stowe is discussing the importance ___ in world literature. 1 point
   - Publishing industry
   - Translation
   - Authors
   - Technology
   - Race, the reader is incorrect, Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Technology

2) "The Garden of Forking Paths" is by Borges - Part A 1 point
   - "A Note for Emily" by William Faulkner - Part A
   - "A Note for Emily" by William Faulkner - Part B
   - Post-Biblical Age
   - Race, the reader is incorrect, Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: English

3) According to Kathleen Stowe's influential model, ___ serves as the foundational basis 1 point
   - English
   - Latin
   - French
   - German
   - Race, the reader is incorrect, Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: English

4) Jorge Luis Borges belongs to ___ 1 point
   - Sweden
   - Paraguay
   - Argentina
   - Mexico
   - Race, the reader is incorrect, Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Argentine

5) Jorge Luis Borges wrote originally in ___ 1 point
   - French
   - German
   - English
   - Spanish
   - Race, the reader is incorrect, Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Spanish

6) When history intervened did Jorge Luis Borges sleepwalk? 1 point
   - David Houston
   - Imagination
   - Magic Realism
   - Formulation
   - Race, the reader is incorrect, Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Magic Realism

7) The Garden of Forking Paths employs a ___ person narrative. 1 point
   - First
   - Second
   - Third
   - Third person omniscient
   - Race, the reader is incorrect, Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Third person omniscient

8) William Faulkner won the Nobel Prize for literature in the year ___ 1 point
   - 1920
   - 1949
   - 1954
   - 1967
   - Race, the reader is incorrect, Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: 1949

9) The southern place Faulkner created is ___ 1 point
   - Arcadia
   - Louisiana
   - Yoknapatawpha County
   - Cropsey Teche
   - Race, the reader is incorrect, Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Yoknapatawpha County

10) The short story "A Note for Emily" is about ___ 1 point
    - Soundness
    - Mexico
    - The American South
    - Eastern Europe
    - Race, the reader is incorrect, Score: 0
    Accepted Answers: The American South